Pre K 3 News
Mrs. Murphy & Mrs. V
Newsletter for the Week of: 4/18-4/22/16
Monday 4/18

Theme: Rainbows
Centers

Today we had a spring walk. The children had a
“checklist” to look for certain signs of spring. They
either had to make an X or color in the item when
we spotted it. Their favorite was an animal print
(we may have seen a print from the Brewster
Bear!). It was fun looking at nature and taking a
walk around our school.

Color – played Dora bingo with colors
Sensory – Yellow mania
Fine Motor – color pom pom tweezing
Letter of the Week (A) – glued a pictures to our
giant A.

Wednesday 4/20

Specials

Our project today was to make a rainbow. We
read What is a Rainbow? We talked about how
rainbows usually come out after rain. Then we
learned that rainbow colors are in a certain order.
The children made their own rainbow with crepe
paper and a paper plate. They had to glue the
colors in order. We added cotton balls to make the
clouds “fluffy”.

Monday – Library – picked out library books.
Please return by the following Monday.

We had a science experiment today. We
examined different beehives. There was a huge
beehive and a small one. The children were
amazed at the difference. Our song today was
“Bringing home my baby bumble bee”. Then the
children made painted bees using their
thumbprints.

We talked about God’s special book – the
Bible. I showed them a Bible and all of the
scriptures it contains. Asked them to go home
and see if they had a Bible too

Wednesday – Hop a Thon – we did the bunny
hop for 2 minutes. Then the children hopped
around the gym.
Friday – Music – Mother’s Day songs

Friday 4/22

Religion

Reminders
Enjoying this warmer weather. We will be outside playing each day as long as it’s not raining or too
wet. We are planning a Mother’s Day celebration for Friday, May 6 th in the afternoon. Please save
the date and invitations (via email) will be coming out soon. The letter for this week will be M.
Please bring in pictures that begin with that letter. Thanks!
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